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Why phylogeny?



Part 1: Stars

Matsen + S. The Bayesian ‘star paradox’ persists for long 
finite sequences. (2007) Mol. Biol. Evol. 24: 1075-1079.
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“Data” = (n0, n1, n2, n3), n0+n1+n2+n3 = n (sequence length)

P1 is a random variable. 

• As n becomes large we might expect P1 to ->1/3  

•What’s distribution of P1 or  (P1, P2, P3) for n large?



Brute force calculation?





From Yang and Rannala 2005





“…With infinite data, posterior probabilities give 
equal support for all resolved trees, and the rate of 
false inferences falls to zero. We conclude that 
there is no star tree paradox caused by not 
sampling unresolved trees.”



“Analysis of ideal data sets does not indicate what will 
happen when very large data sets with some stochastic 
error are analyzed, but it does show that when infinite data 
are generated on a star tree, posterior probabilities are 
predictable, equally supporting each possible resolved tree.”
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‘Truth’:  p= ½



Theorem 

Consider sequences of length n generated by a star tree T0
with (positive, finite) edge length t1. 

For any ‘tame’ prior on the three resolved trees and their 
branch lengths, and any ε>0 the following holds: The 
probability that the Data has the property that 

P(T1|Data) > 1-ε, 
does not converge to 0 as n tends to infinity. 



Ziheng Yang,  Fair-Balance Paradox, Star-tree Paradox, and Bayesian 
Phylogenetics Molecular Biology and Evolution 2007 24(8):1639-1655



Math challenge #1

Compute exactly the limiting joint 
density  for (P1, P2, P3)?

….or even of just P1



Part 2: Nets

Bi-tree nets
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Recall PD of a split system (A. Spillner)

Math challenge # 3a What is the 
complexity of finding a max. PD set of given 
size on bi-tree nets? 
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Math challenge # 3b

What is the complexity of finding a MP tree 
for bi-tree nets (as binary characters)?

If 3a and 3b are hard, what if T1 and T2 are 
‘close’?



Level-k networks

Iersel et al. 2007 

Constructing level-2 phylogenetic networks from triplets 
(ArXiv)



Math challenge # 4 

Is there a poly-time algorithm for the following 
problem?

Instance: dense set R of rooted triples, and 
integer k>2.

Question: Is R consistent with a level-k 
network?



Part 3: Can we win the ‘War on Error’Part 3: Can we win the ‘War on Error’

Confounding processes 
(lineage sorting, alignment error, etc  
etc etc)

Model misspecification

Not enough data

Non-identifyability

It’s a jungle out there…It’s a jungle out there…



Example: Deep divergence in the Metazoan phylogeny
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From Huson and Bryant, Applications of 
phylogenetic networks in evolutionary studies, MBE. 
2006 Coelomata vs Ecdysozoa



To a mathematician
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Does it matter?
Great, we 
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Reconstructing



Reconstructing II
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Follows from Mossel+S 2005

Bound applies for any
method

Infinite state model
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Finite state model

Dependence  on n (= #taxa)



Math challenge # 5 

What is the sequence length requirement for MP and 
ML?

Conjecture:

characters suffice for MP to 
return the true tree (whp) provided 
ε < l(e) < x, and ratios of l(e)’s bounded by B

-- implies there are O(log(n)) binary characters for which T is the 
unique MP tree.
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Related question
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M is inadmissible if there exists another method M*                 
for which:

for all T and (positive, finite) parameters λ; and with strict 
inequality for some T,λ

Math challenge #6:  

Is MP or ML admissible?

Definition



Reconstruction vs Teasing vs Testing

Reconstructing:
Given seq. data find the ‘true’ treeT. 

Teasing:
Given seq. data and ‘T =T1 or T2 ’, find T.

Testing:
Given data, and T’, is T = T’? 

How much data (seq. length) do we need?



Combinatorics I

Theorem [Szekely+S 06]  Given any two different trees T1, T2, 
we can always represent them like this:

… …

…

…

…

…
T1 T2

So what?

• Under the infinite state model –the seq. length needed to test a tree is 
independent of the # of taxa. 

•Under a finite state model (2-state) – the seq. length to tease a tree is 
independent of the # of taxa.
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